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Abstract 
59 
Between 2008-2010， 29 university students of varying proficiency from a large university 
near Tokyo went abroad to Brisbane， Australia for one month to study English. Students were 
enrolled at a month守longuniversity.administcred English program in which they attended thr巴E
hours of c1ass per day， and were also hosted by a family for the duration of their stay in Australia. 
All students completed a personality survey before and after their study-abroad experience， and 
a 10-15 minute phone interview when they returned. Personality survey results were analyzed 
using Rasch statistical software (Winsteps) to obtain a person measure of personality for each 
student. Results indicated that after just a month abroad， there was a significant increase in the 
personality measures extraversion， conscientio陥 ness，and emotional stability. lnterviews were 
transcribed and entered into the Linguistic lnquiry Word Count software (LIWC2007)， which 
analyzed sevcral word categories (such as use of function words， dictionary coverage， and emo-
tion-relat巴dwords). Paired sample t-tests were conducted using the pre-departure personality 
measures of students and post-return word count (jnterview) results. The results of the t-tests 
indicated that only those high in extraversion had a significant advantage in oral competence. 
The rest of this paper discusses possible teaching applications that may be derived from these 
t win results. 
Keywords: Personality， Extraversion. Study abroad， Oral interviews， Surveys; Correlations 
Review of the Literature 
1n the mid 1970s， an influential study by several researchers at the University of To-
ronto attempted to link several areas of personality with second language achievement 
(Naiman 1978). This study represented the first major examination of personality within 
a second language learning context. yet despite an abundance of linkage attempts within 
the study. very few connections between personality and second language learning could 
be identified. save for intolerance 01 ambiguiかandlield indφendence， measures of personal-
ity which are not present in current dominant models of personality. Perhaps as a conse時
quence， as pointed out by DeWaele and Furnham CDewaele and Furnham 1999)， personali-
ty research basically disappeared from the TESOL field. From the late 1970s to the late 
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1990s， only a handful of research studies examined personality within a TESOL context， 
most of which were of questionable design and value. During that time， TESOL research-
ers f10cked to other psychological dimensions that explain individual differences， bui1ding 
a tremendous body of research in areas such as motivation (Dornyei 2005)， willingness-to-
communicate (McCroskey 1992)， learning strategies (Bidjerano and Dai 2007)， anxiety 
CHorwitz， Horwitz et aL 1986)， aptitude (Carrol1 and Stanley 2002)， cognition CGardner and 
MacIntyre 1992)， and self-regulation (Chularut Teresa K DeBacker). As a result of this 
neglect， personality remains one of the only unexplored areas of psychology inquiry 
within a TESOL context， making it an important target to revisit. Whi1e the TESOL re-
search community has gained valuable insights into those aforementioned research areas， 
personality represents the undiscovered country. Within our field， so litt1e isknown about 
personality that it offers a tremendous research opportunity for the TESOL community. 
Essential1y， much of the low-hanging ρersonαlity fruit stil hangs from the tree， while the 
low-hanging fruit in those other areas of individual difference has long since been picked. 
Adding to this justification to revisit personality is the DeWaele and Fur叶lamstudy， 
which claimed that the original University of Toronto personality study that scut1ed 
subsequent personality research was deeply f1awed. The failure of that study to find 
connections between personality and second language learning was because of deficiencies 
in that study's research design， not because of a lack of interaction between personality 
and second language learning. In fact， since the late 1990s there has been an increase in 
research， and there have been a few significant findings. For these reasons， personality has 
been gaining momentum within the TESOL research community， yet stil1 remains far 
behind other areas 
To understand how personality and second Ianguage learning relate， itis probably 
helpful to cover a bit of the history of personality inquiry. One of the pioneers of person-
ality research， Hans Eysenck， developed the personality model known as the Big 2 which 
suggested that people's personality was composed of extraversion and neuroticism dimen-
sions (Eysenck 1978). Extraversion is a measure of how outgoing a person may be while 
ne 
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comprehensive model. Some researchers have suggested that Asian cultures possess an 
additional humble/humility dimension that western cultures do not possess， and hence 
follow a Big 6 (Ashton， Lee et al. 2006). While others have suggested a Big 7 (Simms 2007; 
Bowler， Bowler et al. 2009)， and others stil have suggested that sub-factors arc more useful 
than super.司factors(for examples， humour would be a sub-factor of the super司factoragree-
ableness)， which would replace the Big 5 with a Big 35， (Chamorro-Premuzic and Furnham 
2003) or more! 
Among instruments used to assess personality， there are two that frequently appear in 
the research literature， the MBTI (Myers and Briggs 1976) and the NEO-Pi-R (Costa and 
McCrae 1985). The MBTI， Myers-Briggs Type Indicator， actually does not follow the Big 5 
model of personality but rather a 4-dimension model. The MBTI uses four dimensions to 
group respondents into one of 16 different personality types. The NEO-Pi-R fullows a Big 
5 model of persunality and assigns a score for each personality dimensiun. Huwever， de-
spite the prevalence uf both of these surveys in personality research， there are significant 
flaws with each that make their use problcmatic. With regard to the MBTI， it does not 
follow the dominant personality model and instead follows a model that is really only 
associated with itself， severely limiting the generalizability of results. Also， the MBTI does 
not use continuous data， which severely limits the validity of its results (Pittenger 1993). 
For example， ifa respondent scores a 51% on the introversion-extraversion scale， they are 
labelled an extravcrt， the same as a respondent who scores 100% on the introversion-
extraversion scale. So while there may be significant differences between these two indi-
viduals， one only slightly extraverted while the other is extremely extraverted， the MBTI 
renders them as equals. Further， when one considers the margin of error of about 3%， a 
person could score 51% on the extraversion scale but could actually be at 48% when you 
consider the margin of error， so the MBTI would classify this introvert as the same as 
somebody who is extremely extraverted. As for flaws with the NEO Pi幽R，it is a private 
copyrighted test so it is not easy to procure for use in research without incurring signifi-
cant costs. As an alternative， there is an open suurce instrument modelled after the NEO 
Pi-R which researchers ca 
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predetermined and static. This growing research has suggested that personality is actu-
ally partially situational (Wood and Roberts 2006)， people's personality changes depending 
on whether we are on a date， ata job interview， chatting with friends， or meeting new 
people. As a consequence， personality instruments need to reflect this situational shift and 
design items that reflect the pressures and influences associated with second languag巴
learning. 
Instrument 
A new personality instrument called the QuEEP; the Questionnaire of English Environ-
ment Personαlity was created for this study， modelled after the 50・itemInternational Person-
ality Item Pool Big Five Markers (Goldberg， Johnson et al. 2006). Items for the QuEEP were 
altered slightly from their IPIP influences to cover themes such as travelling， English class， 
meeting native speakers， and cultural items such as movies， music， books， and television. 
Originally 154 items were drafted and evaluated through the examination of Wright Item 
Maps， taken from the responses of 254 students who piloted the instrument. The number 
of items was narrowed to the 50 items that offered the best person coverage， 10items for 
each of the five personality dimensions. The determining factors on whether an item was 
deemed suitable or not was an examination of each item's fit statistics and person coverage 
after being processed through Winste，ρs， Rasch Analysis software (Linacre 2006). Some 
examples of modified items include the following IPIP items “worry about things"，官et
stressed out easily"，“talk to a lot of different people at parties"，“don 'tlike to draw attention to 
myself'， “αm always prepared"， and "am interested in others"， which were modified to the 
following “amωorriedρeoPleωil remember my mistakes"，“have litle stress from this class"， 
"easily talk to foreigners"，“enjoyρresentations"，“do my English homework eveηI week"， and 
“always leave English class quickly when it is finished". 29 first year students from a major 
Tokyo-area university were involved in this study. They studied abroad for one-month in 
Australia， attending 3 hours of English class per day and living with a host family. 
Method 
In addition to completing the QuEEP before and after their time abroad， students also 
completed a phone interview when they returned. Each interview was conducted through 
Skype and recorded with Skype Recorder. Students， inmost cases， were called at their 
home-stay family's home a couple of days before their flight back to Japan. When this was 
not possible， they were called as soon as possible after their return. The theme of the 
interview was not especially important because the main goal was to assess oral compe-
tence， not thematic understandings. However， tokeep the conversations naturalistic so 
students could relax and perform to the best of their abilities， the conversation was 
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centered on relatable themes， namely their travel experiences， English c1asses， and their 
study abroad trip. The interviews began with several simple past questions that asked 
students about their previous travel experiences， such as “What did you do in Hawaii?" and 
“What did you eat in Hawaii?". This was followed by two superlative questions about their 
home-stay， such as“What did you enjyoy the most?" and “What did you dislike the most?". 
This was followed by two comparative questions， asking students “Whαt's the d副i庁er，何'enc印6 
bet1ωve館enAu郁4俗S必traαiμtαndfiαρα7ηu"and
This was fol1owed by several questions involving numbers and speci江fi比ca剖l日1yasking stu-
dents “HOIω4心Imuch money did y卯oubring to Australia?" and “'How much did things cost in Aus-
tralia?". After this， students were asked to construct a narrative about a specia1 memory or 
story that occurred on their trip. Finally， students were asked to describe a process， essen-
tially forcing them to use imperatives and time scquencing， inthis case， how to cook. 
Results 
Once the interviews were transcribed and run through LIWC2007 CPennebaker， Booth 
TABLE 1 Bivariate Correlations between personality person measures and word count variables 
Extraversion Conscientiousness Openness Emotional Agreeableness Stability 
Seconds 
23 一.13 .03 .21 明08
.12 .26 .44 .14 .34 
Word count .58 .16 .13 .10 .10 
ρer second .0 .20 .25 .32 .31 
Total word .53 .03 12 .20 .09 
count .0 .45 .27 .15 .3 
Wordsper .70 .23 .16 .18 .03 
sentence .0 .12 .20 .18 .45 
6+letter .25 01 一.05 .12 一.06
words .10 .49 .40 .26 .37 
Dictionαη 一.06 .40 .07 .18 一.09
coverage .37 .02 .35 .18 .32 
Function .54 15 18 .19 .07 
ωords .0 .2 .17 .16 .37 
Pronoun 
.41 .16 25 .12 12 
.01 .20 .l0 .27 .26 
Personat .30 一.02 .19 一.03 -.24 
Pronoun .06 .46 .17 .44 .10 
Iρronoun .07 
.01 .12 一.20 一.14
.36 .49 .26 .15 .24 
We ρronoun 
.45 一.14 一.05 .28 .03 
.01 .23 .11 .07 .45 
You ρronoun 
.06 一.10 .27 .02 -.22 
39 .31 .08 .46 .13 
ShejHe .06 .18 -.13 .11 一.12
ρronoun .39 .18 .25 .28 .27 
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They .40 也10 .25 “04 一.23
pronoun .02 .31 .10 .43 .12 
1mρersonal .39 .35 .23 .28 .09 
pronoun .02 .03 .12 .07 .3 
Article 
.17 .12 16 15 .08 
.18 .27 .20 .2 .34 
Verb 
.32 .02 .25 .09 .11 
.05 .47 .10 .3 .29 
Auxiliaη .29 .04 .09 .05 一.02
verb .07 .41 .32 .40 .46 
Past tense .20 .05 一.03 .38 一.24
verb .16 .40 .44 .02 .11 
Present tense .19 .0 .27 一.11 .04 
verb .17 .50 .08 .29 .42 
Future tense .04 -.22 .l7 一.35 .08 
verb .43 .12 .19 .03 .34 
Adverb 
.40 .18 .02 一.28 .01 
.02 .18 .45 .07 .47 
Prepositions 
.31 .09 .01 .2 一.12
.05 .32 .49 .13 .26 
Conjunctions 
.49 .11 .05 .06 一.10
.0 .29 .41 .38 .31 
Negate 
一.23 一.06 .32 .08 一.10
.1 .38 .05 .34 .30 
Quantiか .32 .1 
.10 .2 .05 
.04 .28 .30 .13 .39 
.07 .09 -.05 .15 .02 
Number 
.35 .32 .40 .2 .47 
Soci，αt .54 一.05 .09 .30 .04 
.0 .39 .32 .06 .43 
Famiか .03 一.2 一.16 一.06 .28 .43 .12 ー20 .39 .07 
Friendship 
45 .17 .05 .12 .17 
.01 .19 .39 .26 .19 
Humans 
.08 .32 -.30 .25 .25 
.34 .05 .06 .10 .10 
A万ect .21 .03 .01 .08 一.23
.13 .44 .48 .35 .1 
Positive -.23 一.07 .02 一.03 一.30
Emotions .12 .36 .46 .44 .06 
Negative .03 .41 一.02 一.19 .25 
Emotions .45 .01 .47 .16 .09 
Anxiety 
.20 .20 .24 .21 .09 
.15 .15 .11 .14 .31 
Anger 
一.21 .16 .13 一.01 .29 
.14 .20 .26 .49 .07 
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Sad 
一.02 .13 一.07 一.10 03 
.46 .25 .36 .31 .45 
Cognitive .53 一.06 .29 .27 .13 
Mechanical .00 .39 .07 .08 26 
lnsight 
.32 一.05 .44 .01 一.00
.05 .41 .01 .49 .49 
Cause 
11 .08 .12 .05 .22 
.29 .33 .26 .40 .13 
Discrepαncy 
.50 .13 一.17 .05 .12 
.00 .26 .19 .41 .26 
Tentative 
.42 .21 .36 .10 .22 
.01 .14 .03 .31 .13 
Certainty 
一.08 .22 .37 .15 一.11
.34 .13 .02 .22 .29 
lnhibition 
.12 .02 .03 .16 一.15
.27 .46 .44 .20 .22 
lnclusive 
.32 一.18 .01 .23 .01 
.04 .18 .49 .12 .47 
Exclusive 
.40 .02 24 .39 .04 
.02 .47 .11 .02 .43 
Perceρtion 
.16 .04 .07 .03 .05 
.21 .43 .36 .44 .40 
See 
一.15 -.23 -.29 .1 .10 
.22 .11 .06 .29 30 
Hear 
.48 .19 21 .28 09 
.00 .16 .14 .07 .33 
Feel 
.08 .10 .35 .08 一.07
.33 .31 .03 .34 .36 
Bio 
一.18 .04 -.12 .14 一.18
.18 .43 .27 .24 .17 
Body 
一.23 .09 .05 .14 .05 
.12 .32 .40 .23 .40 
Health 
一.01 .19 一.30 .14 一.12
.49 .16 .06 .24 .27 
Sexual 
.27 -.40 .07 一.20 .28 
.08 .02 .36 .16 .07 
lngest 
.08 .08 .11 .15 .16 
.34 .34 .28 .23 .20 
Relative 
.23 一.04 .05 .07 一.01
.11 .43 .41 .36 .48 
Motion 
.18 一.01 14 .12 -.28 
.17 .48 .24 .28 .07 
Sρace 
.20 .02 .12 .08 .19 
.15 .45 .27 .34 .17 
Time 
.20 .06 .04 .11 .14 
.15 .38 .42 .28 .24 
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Work 
.2 .07 一.02 .20 .21 
.13 .35 .45 .16 .14 
Achieve 
.24 一.15 一.14 一.07 .01 
.10 .23 .24 .38 .47 
Leisure 
.17 一.05 .11 .20 .12 
.18 .39 .28 .14 .26 
Home 
.20 一.18 .14 一.14 .25 
.15 .18 .24 .23 .10 
Money 一.12 一.13 一.08 一.11 一.19
.27 .26 .3 .28 .16 
Religious 一.17 一.08 .04 .19 一.21
.19 .34 .41 .16 .14 
Assent 一.53 一.11 .09 一.06
一.31
.0 .29 .3 .39 .05 
Non-fluency 一.44 一.02 一.26 一.32
.21 
.01 .47 .09 .05 .14 
Filler 
.10 .16 .44 .42 一.10
.31 .20 .01 .01 .30 
Period 一.64 一.06
.14 一.0 一.23
.0 .37 .24 .50 .11 
Comma 一.25 一.14 .12 一.08 一.05.10 .24 .26 .34 .39 
Question 一.29 一.1 一.17 一.30 .18 
mark .07 骨28 .18 .06 .17 
All 一.59 一.10 .17 一.06 一.13
tunctuation .0 .31 .20 .38 .26 
UnderIined denotes significance at the 0.05 threshold. 
et al. 2007) to obtain quantitative interview data， the data were correlated against the 
person measures for each personality dimension. As can be seen in Table 1， the conscien-
tiousness dimension correlated with four linguistic variables (positively with dictionary 
coverage， negative emotion words， impersonal pronouns， and negatively with sexual 
words)， openness correlated with five linguistic variables (positively with insight words， 
certainty words， tentative words， feel words， and negatively with negation)， emotional 
stability correlated with four linguistic variables (positively with past tense verbs， exc1u-
sive words， negatively with future tense verbs， and non-fluencies)， and agreeableness 
correlated with one linguistic variable (negatively with assent words). Considering that 
there are 72 linguistic variables measured by LIWC2007 (there are actually more， but for 
the purposes of this study only 72 were relevant)， and the typical threshold for significance 
in the social sciences is 0.05， meaning that 3.6 out of 72 correlations could be simply a result 
of randomness in the data. So essentially， anything less than 4 significant correlations 
could be random noise， and thus not something to get excited about. With that in mind， 
the correlations with the C， 0， ES， and A dimensions al fal around this threshold and are 
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not noteworthy_ Having said that， extraversion had 26 significant correlations (positively 
with words per second， total words， words per sentence， function words， pronouns， we 
pronouns， they pronouns， impersonal pronouns， verb， adverbs， prepositions， conjunctions， 
quantity words， social words， friendship words， cognitive mechanical words， insight words， 
discrepancy words， tentative words， inclusive words， exclusive words， hear words， nega-
tively with assent words， non-fluencies， periods， and al punctuation)， so it can be safely 
concluded， with regard to personality， there is a connection between extraversion and oral 
competence_ 
With regard to the stability of personality， person measures for each personality di-
mension were determined through a pre-and post-test. As can be seen in Table 2， paired 
sample t-tests indicated that extraversion， conscientiousness， and emotional stability al 
increased significantly in the post test_ 
TABLE 2 Paired-sarnple t-tests for pre-and post-personality person rneasures 
Extraversion 
Conscientiousness 
Openness 
Emotional Stability 
Agreeableness 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
-0.1 
-0.2 
Mean 
-.29 
-.21 
-.14 
-.23 
-.1 
Stan_ Stan. 
Deviation Error 
58 1 
50 .09 
46 .09 
.49 .09 
.52 .10 
Extraversion Conscientiousness Openness 
95% CI 
Lower Upper 
-.51 一.07
-.40 一.02
.31 .04 
-.42 一.04
一.30 .09 
Emotional 
Stability 
T 
2.6 
2.29 
-1.59 
-2.53 
-1.10 
Agreeableness 
FIGURE 1 Pre-and post-person rneasures for each personality dirnension 
Discussion 
Sig. 
C2-tailed) 
.01 
.03 
.12 
.02 
.28 
When these two results are coupled together， a deduced possible phenomenon 
emerges. To illustrate， there is a strong connection between oral competence and the 
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personality dimension of extraversion. Further， extraversion， at least a second-language 
version of extraversion as measured by the QuEEP， has proven to be malleable， even after 
only a month abroad. Combined， these results suggest that teachers may be able to in-
crcase student levels of extraversion before they even go abroad， allowing them to begin 
their study abroad with optimal levels of extraversion， essentially hitting the ground run-
ning as soon as they arrive in the host country. In order to achieve this， items in the E scale 
need to be scrutinized for clues on how to enhance student levels of extraversion. The first 
stcp is to reorganize the ten items into a narrower conceptual framework in order to de-
velop a thematic focus for 1cssons， activities， and other classroom activities. Constantly 
keeping 10 unique items in mind can be unwieldy when underpinning a c!ass with com制
mensurate principles， but three or four central principles is much easier for teachers to 
conceptualize when lesson planning. With that in mind， itseems that several items (can 
easily find aραrtneにlikeραirwork more than individualωork， leave class loωかαjterit is 
finished， leave English class quickly when it is finished) could be categorized as “social 
aspect"， several Clike English speakingρractice，ρrefer free talking， often speak in English 
during class) could fal under “language comfort"， and several (talk to the teacher before/ 
afler class， enjoyρresentations， am shy) under “anxiety reduction". Looking at each of thcse 
areas separately， there appear to be a number of teaching strategies that could be used to 
amplify each of these three thematic areas. 
With regard to social aspect， there are several strategies teachers can use to enhance 
the social cohesiveness of thc classroom environment. Among them are pair work， partner 
rotation， gender mixing， and fun. Pair work， not group or individual work， maximizes 
student talk time at potentially 50% of the avai1able talk time. Obviously individual work 
offers litle to no speaking time and group work decreases talk time as each group's size 
gets bigger， from 3 people (33% talk time) ， 4 people (25% talk time) ， 5 people (20% talk 
time) ， and so on. As students have more speaking opportunities (as with pair work)， they 
share more information with their classmates and hopefully bond with each other. It is not 
a certainty that additional talk time willlead 
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one only needs to walk into a lesson at the beginning of a semester， where many students 
are unfamiliar with each other. More often than not， boys will al sit in one half of the 
classroom， while girls will al sit in the other half of the classroom. Rarely does a student 
have the courage to wade past this gender division and sit amongst students of a different 
gender. To remedy this division， constantly mixing genders maximizes the bcnefits of 
student partner rotation. More to this point， university students， particularly first year 
students， seem especially motivated to find a boyfriend or girlfriend， so the social aspect 
between boys and girls often seems to be enhanced when they are talking with each other 
(i.e. trying hard to make a good impression， being funny and interesting， subtly flirting， 
etc). Finally， with regard to the social aspect， itis important to make conversational activi-
ties fun. When a conversational role-play contains gaps that allow students to improvise 
when negotiating a solution， students often come up with creative and funny responses. 
Providing opportunities for this creativity and [un to develop within class activities is 
crucial when creating a good social atmospherc in the classroom. If lessons can be consis-
tently underpinned with these four principles， the social mood of the class willlikely bene-
fit， perhaps enhancing extraversion-levels， thereby situating their personality in a way 
that allows them to succeed while studying abroad. 
Another thematic area that can be derived from the E-items， as mentioned earlier， is
language comfort. One way for the teacher to increase language comfort is to enforce an 
English-only speaking policy in the classroom for both the teacher and students. Just as 
wearing a pair of jeans or shoes over and over again breaks them in and makes them more 
comfortable， using a second language over and over makes it more familiar and comfort-
able for the speaker. Through repeated use， more vocabulary is remembered and auto-
matized， and eventually can become second nature if used enough. Conversely， ifstudents 
only rely on their native language， they never gain a degree of comfort with the second 
language. Secondly， language comfort can be enhanced when the teacher ignores the 
minor speaking mistakes that students frequently make. Some teachers become preoccu-
pied with correcting al mistakes， and this probably just frustrates s 
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manner. For example， teacher lectures can be stripped down to the bare essentials and 
limited to 5 minutes at the beginning of c1ass. C1ass attendance can be done with a self 
check-in system done as students enter the classroom before the lesson. Homework can be 
checked for a small random samp1e of students (assuming checking everyone's homework 
wou1d take too much time) while students are engaged in speaking practice. Finally， 
giving students an opportunity to repeat activities can a1so increase language comfort; 
improving speaking speed， correcting mistakes， acquiring new vocabulary from peers， and 
enjoying a slew of other benefits (Bygate 2001). The most important thing to remember 
when activities are being repeated is that activities should have enough openings for im-
provisation and personalization to sustain the activity's novelty. A good way of achieving 
this is to use role-plays that encourage competition between pairs， such as in a travel agent 
role-play where thrce travel agents compete against each other to sel a travel package to 
three potential travelers. This type of activity can actually be repeated six times as each 
customer visits each travel agent (three repetitions)， then the roles can be reversed and the 
activity repeated (three more repetitions). 
The final thematic grouping of the E-items is the reducing of anxiety. Among the 
teaching techniques that can help with this are remembering student names， creating a 
personal connection with students， eliminating high-stakes testing， and doing small pres-
entations instead of large ones. For whatever reason， students in ]apan react very 
favourably when teachers， particularly native speakers， can remember their name. Per-
haps it is because there are few foreigners to interact with in ]apan， or possibly it stems 
from the depersonalized nature of the ]apancse educational system (few chances for per-
sonal expression within a lesson)， but memorizing student names can create a bond be-
tween student and teacher that outweighs the effort required to remember them. After 
this bond has been created， students often seem less anxious and more likely to talk to the 
teacher inside and outside of class and generally in a much more positive frame of mind 
during class. To help ease the burden of memorizing possibly hundreds of student names， 
the teacher can ask students， atthe beginning of the semester， tomake a personal introdu 
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in some casual discussion to put them at ease. Another way to reduces anxiety is to avoid 
high-stakes testing， such as a mid-term or final exam. Not only do these sorts of tests 
encourage last-minute cramming just before the test (which does not allow for much reten-
tion)， but the anxiety these tests produce can have adverse effects on both the motivation 
and comfort of students. High-stakes tests are also prone to unexpcctcd results (both 
positive and negative) that may result from a uniquely lucky or unlucky day. There is 
more validity in an approach that constantly evaluates students throughout the semester 
over numerous assignments， so even if students get a lucky or unlucky result， the in-
creased volum.e of assignments wou1d negate this. Final1y， student presentations are a 
staple of many EFL courses， however， instead of having students give presentations to an 
entire class， itis much less nerve-wracking to put students in smal1 groups of 3 or 4 and 
have several smaller presentations occurring simultaneously in various corners of the 
room. This greatly reduces anxiety for presenters， and if the teacher has students repeat 
their presentation with a different group of students who want to hear their presentation 
(usually friends)， the drop in anxiety is even more pronounced. An added side benefit of 
this approach to presentations is that it is much more time-efficient. While presentations 
done in front of the entire class can usually on1y accommodate 5 or 6 presentations per 
class， necessitating severa1 classes to finish a1 presentations， smaller simultaneous1y-
occurring presentations could allow for 12-16 presentations per class， and this is with 
students reρeating their presentation a second time. This approach likely only necessitates 
two classes to be 10st to presentations. 
Limitations 
There are a few limitations with this research that are worth considering. One is the 
assumption， because of the greater malleability of persona1ity in this study， that the direc-
tionality of the extraversion and ora1 competence re1ationship begins with extraversion 
and causes ora1 competence to improve. However， itis possib1e that the reverse is a1so true， 
increased ora1 competence 1eads to greater extraversion. In future research， itmay be 
advantageous to investigate the directionality of this relationship. 
A1so， itshou1d be noted that it is extreme1y difficult to is01ate persona1ity in the 
QuEEP items from other psychologica1 inf1uences. A number of other psycho1ogical di-
mensions overlap with extraversion， making it prob1ematic to assume that the corre1ation 
between ora1 competence and extraversion may not a1so be ref1ective of motivation， anxi-
ety， aptitude， or other factors. Greater scrutiny of the wording of E-items may help to 
minimize other potentia1 influences that could be skewing the result Ci.e ensuring that the 
items are actually measuring extraversion， and not some other construct). 
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Conclusion 
From the data inc1uded in this study， itis apparent that there is some sort of relation-
ship between extraversion and oral competence after one month of studying abroad. If 
future research can determine that this is a causal relationship that stems from 
extraversion， and if extraversion can be enhanced through teaching techniques， teachers 
may have a chance to maximize the potential of students who go abroad to study by en-
hancing extraversion in the run-up to their departure. This possibility justifies further 
research in this area of personality， second-language acquisition， and teaching strategies 
that enhance extraversion. 
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